CONVERSION DOOR – PART NUMBERS 1GWHDAS10 & 1GWHDA6

RE: COMPATIBILITY ISSUE WHEN REPLACING AN ATWOOD 6 & 10 GALLON WATER HEATER WITH A FLUSH MOUNT DOOR.

It has come to our attention that our 1 GWHDA6 & 1GWHDAS10 Conversion Door Kit does not cover all the cut-out area of the Atwood 6 & 10 gallon water heater with a FLUSH MOUNT door. The installer will need to make modifications/fabricate to cover the area which will require the installer to inspect and then quote the customer on the labor involved to cover the area.

This issue is only an issue on the Atwood 6 & 10 gallon with a FLUSH MOUNT Door.
The 1GWHDA6 & 1GWHDAS10 does work on the Atwood 6 & 10 gallon water heater with a standard door and the 1GWHAS10 does works on the both the Suburban 10 gallon with either a FLUSH MOUNT or standard door.

Please share this with your Atwood customers before they order a 1GWHA6 & 1GWHDAS10 so they can confirm which style Atwood 10 gallon water heater door is being replaced.